Welcome to the dynamic field of information sciences where you will find interesting and challenging career!

► Undergraduate programme Library and Information Science (6 semesters)
► Graduate programme Library and Information Science (4 semesters)
► Part-time graduate programme Library and Information Science (4 semesters)
► Postgraduate doctoral programme (6 semesters)

Three Ph.D study modules:
- Organization, preservation and use of written heritage
- Research into information needs and reading habits
- Managing of change in publishing

Revised undergraduate and graduate study programmes Information Sciences are accredited in 2014. They expand the present subjects to publishing and archival studies and replace existing LIS programmes in 2015/2016.

UNIVERSITY OF ZADAR
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SCIENCES
Ul. dr. F. Tudmana 24i, HR-23000 Zadar
Phone: +385 (0)23 345 053;
telefax: +385 (0)23 345 055
URL: http://iz.unizd.hr
e-mail: iznanosti@unizd.hr

All graphic materials are taken from the Department's website
**Mission**

We set a goal to educate students in the area of Information Sciences at the undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate studies in order to develop competencies necessary to build and manage collections and information, organize information, format and provide information services, research and analyze information needs, problems and phenomena, organize and manage information organizations and networks, participate in education, cultural projects and scientific research, and build lifelong learning student's capacities. In the area of scientific work the Department members are involved in the research projects that influence the development of theoretical thought and changes in information institutions' practice.

**Vision**

Our vision aims to advance the collaboration with relevant national institutions and organization in the same or related fields, to strengthen the international collaboration and joint research and systematically develop teaching activities in order to emerge as leading university department in the field of Information Science in this part of Europe, particularly in development of theoretical thought in this field as well as in areas of written heritage, user studies, publishing, applying technology in collection management, information institutions and networks.

**Department (Staff)**

- Educational staff:
  - 1 full professor II
  - 2 full professors I
  - 2 associate professors (one on 20% of employment)
  - 6 assistant professors (one on 80% of employment)
  - 2 senior research assistants (PhD)
  - 1 teaching assistant (50% of employment)
  - 1 junior researcher

- Administrative staff: 1 secretary

- External associates: 1 assistant professor, 1 lecturer, 5 teaching assistants

- Visiting professors and guest lecturers (Fulbright, Erasmus, invited guests)